OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:

Hence, finally, objectives are to improve the manner & techniques of handling the accused/under trial Prisoners, their treatment. Since the prisoners treatment has gradually and radically changed from bad to worse conditions. Finding good provisions for handling of convicts. Appraising the old one and comparing with reformatory works in other Countries and reconciling with human rights perspectives and international covenants and modern needs of the Prisoners.

The aims and objectives of the proposed research is enumerated as follows -

1. The Researcher shall indicate the negative impact of the said loop holes/lacunae on the Indian Prison administration.

2. The researcher shall point out constitutional and basic rights which are available to accused, suspect, under trial prisoners and convicts under the light of following;

   2(a) Criminal laws of India, viz. Indian Penal Code 1860, Indian Evidence Act 1872 & Criminal Procedure Code 1973 as amended,

   2(b) Constitution of India,

   2(c) Human Rights Jurisprudence and under the International obligation in the Form of International Covenants.

3. To develop awareness No procedure which does not ensure a reasonably quick trial can be regarded as reasonable, fair or just and it would fall foul of Article 21 of Indian Constitution.

4. Protection of accused against compulsion resulting in the accused of any offence giving evidence against himself as one of the Components of the guarantee contained in Article 20(3) of the Indian constitution.

5. There being a specific embargo on a police Officer recording any statement or confession made to him in the course of Investigation embodied in the Section 164(1)
of Criminal Procedure Code as it is an legal bar unless it is produced and recorded before the Magistrate.

6. To study the effectiveness of the developed methods of extracting the Confession of the arrested person being in police Custody in different modes.

7. To study the effectiveness of the Judicial Confession so developed in terms of the reactions of the accused.